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WHY DO WE NEED RISK MANAGEMENT ? 

- because Organisers owe a common-law Duty of Care to competitors, 

- because many landowners, both public and private, require it. 

- Event organisers are at risk of being personally sued if things go wrong. 

Incorporation of clubs/associations gives some, but not total, protection. 

- Orienteering is a very safe sport, and we all want to keep it that way. 

- negative publicity from an incident would harm our pubic image; 

- by managing risks we keep the sport's insurance costs low. 

- It is simply good practice.  An event which runs smoothly, without incidents, is good 

for everyone and the organisers get to go home early! 

 

BUT IT's ALL TOO DIFFICULT 

- Guidelines, sample Risk Management plans and templates are available. 

- It's not as difficult as resolving issues during or after the event. 

- Investigating ‘near-misses’ gives learning opportunities. 

 

THEY DON'T DO IT OVERSEAS ! 

- This is a fair comment, particularly in comparing parts of Scandinavia and northern 

Europe. 

- Legal systems in many other countries are quite different, although the Australian 

system is close to that in the UK. 

- Some countries, particularly in Europe and Scandinavia, have either a legal or 

traditional right of free access to the countryside. This does not exist in Australian law 

where property is regarded as sacrosanct. 

- By world standards Australia is a very litigious country, and in some people's view we 

are over-regulated. 

 

RECENT CHANGES IN WHS 

 

The harmonised WHS laws require that organisations that employ paid workers ensure 

that, so far as is reasonably practicable, the physical and mental health and safety of its 

workers, including volunteers. In law, organisations that do not have any paid staff do not 

have these duties, although it would be a good idea to comply. 

 

The national body which is a PCBU(*) because they employ paid workers will owe duties 

to all workers, including the volunteers of the state or local groups that are volunteer 

associations. This is because the work of volunteers is influenced by the national body. 
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The duty owed to the volunteers is limited by what is reasonably practicable for the 

national or state body to do, or what is reasonably practicable to be done. 

 

A Risk Management process determines what is reasonably practicable to be done. Risk 

management should consider the following factors: likelihood of the risk, the degree of 

harm resulting from the risk, whether the person knew or should have known about the 

risk, and the availability of ways to eliminate or minimise the risk. 

 

The WHS Act also requires that where more than one person or organisation (PCBU) 

has a duty for the same issue, each person or organisation retains responsibility and 

must discharge the duty to the extent that they can influence and control the issue. You 

can meet your duty by not necessarily taking the action yourself, but by ensuring that 

another person is doing so. However, you cannot avoid your duty by contracting it out. 

 

A volunteer is a person who works for an organisation without payment or financial 

reward other than reimbursement of expenses. The WHS Act recognises volunteers as 

workers, and they must receive the same protection as paid workers. A volunteer also 

has duties under the Act. 

 

INCIDENT REPORTS 

Previously organisations have concentrated on investigating serious incidents or injuries. 

However, all incidents should be investigated because it may be only by chance that an 

injury was avoided. Incidents represent learning opportunities. 

 

Example: 

 Reports of collisions and near-collisions at the Australian Sprint Championships, Vic, 

September 2015.  One runner was reported to have suffered a serious mouth injury. 

The area selected for this event, while technically suitable, was very small and together 

with large entry numbers this led to numerous of runners simultaneously going in 

multiple directions; with blind building corners there was a lot of potential for collisions. In 

hindsight it may have been better to spread the start times more, and if possible avoid 

setting course legs in which runners travelled in opposing directions. 

 

 

 

 

*Notes: 

 

PCBU = Person Conducting a Business or Undertaking 

 

Safe Work Australia is a national body set up in 2009 to coordinate work health and 

safety arrangements. State and Territory governments retain responsibility for WHS 

laws. 

 

References: 

Australian Sport Commission, “Sporting Clubs Guide to a Safe Workplace”, January 

2013 
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Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (NSW), and similar legislation in other States. 

 


